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Drawing the line
' Blue bands of light '

ascending cliffs:

'eyes' on doorsteps: 'tree-like objects' descending from cloud. Just

where do we draw the line both in reporting experiences as UFOs and in
suggesting possible associations with
other fields of study, be those associations scientific, mundane or arcane ?
The short answer is that since we really
have no idea, we shouldn't attempt to
draw one. However, this proves both

too facile and too difficult-facile because one doesn't have to reject anything and, indeed, too dfficult for the
same reason since, whether researcher
or editor, investigator or 'armchairufologist,' one finds oneself enveloped
in a plastic miasma of scientific and
esoteric speculation-a sort of hazy
twilight area where it becomes extremely hard to separate well, perhaps
not the sheep from the goats, but
certainly the vimanas from the yeti
(or, maybe in view of the current topic
in lJforum, the UFOs from the ponies !)
No I The most any one researcher
should be expected to acknowledge is
that no-one (other than by a 'personal
revelation') has solved the UFO enigma and that one cannot-or should
not-close one's mind completely to
any possibility. That said, so long as a
good background knowledge is maintained, the oft-repeated message of Dr
Hynek and many other researchers
stands: Develop your own speciality
in the field: specialise: if you try to
diversify you will find-as I have
written previously-that you will end
up by learning less and less about
more and more until you know nothing
about everything! I only hope I'm
not writing from experience
!

Norman Oliaer.

Moving North?
The Isle of Anglesey appears rapidly to be rivalling the Pembrokeshire area
reportwise. Readers will remember the Rhos-y-bol and Bodorgan cases recorded in earlier Journals: now under investigation are reports of sightings
from Llanerchymedd and subsequent claims of " silaer-grey suited men" being
seen. Dare one make a (semi-serious) prediction perhaps and wonder whether
this winter might see sasquatch reports from Snowdonia ?

From Ghosts to UFOs
Part 2-Borley
Let us now leave !(/arminster behind
for the moment and proceed to the

source of our comparison-Borley:

The hamlet of borley lies on

the

borders of Essex and Suffolk, between
the towns of Long Melford and Sud-

bury. Since 1863, when the house
was

built, argument has raged over the

authenticity of the haunting of Borley
Rectory,.and indeed continues to rag-e
unabated. Space here ljmits detailed
discussion of the hauntings, so instead
I will set out the main points in as

clear a form as possible.

Borley Rectory was built in 1863 by
the Rev H D E Bull, who was rector of
Borley at the time, and who was to live
there for 29 years with his family of

14 children. Even before the

con-

struction of the house, Borley was wellknown in the surrounding villages as

Paul Deoos

!v inexplicable happenings at the
Rectory as well as the -frightened
attitude of the locals, wrote to the
Daily_ Mirror about contacting a psychical research society. Its e&tbr
promptly got in touch with Harry
Price, a well-known ' ghost-hunter, of
the period, who, when he visited
Borley Rectory for the first time on 12
June, 1929, was embarking on what
was to be the last full-scale investigation of his life-he died on 29 Marih
1948 having written two books on the

haunting (The Most Haunted House in
England and The End of Borley Rec-

rory). After the departure of the
Smiths in July 1929, Price continued
his investigations-through the eventful Foyster incumbency-which lasted
five years (1930 to 1935) and during
which, pleas for help were scribbled

being a ' bad place' and there were on the walls of the Rectory, allegedly
of a phantom nun and coach- the work ofa phantom nun. lnllli,
and-horses which were reputed to Price himself rented the house for a
haunt the site on which the house was year, arranging a rota of investigators
built-legends which caught the im- who reported phenomena back to him.
agination of Rev Bull. He was par- At midnight on 27 February 1939,
ticularly interested because the phen- Bodey Rectory was destroyed by fire.
omena seemed to have transferred Even during the blaze, it seems, the
itself-partially at least-to his house; spirits were not at rest, for strange
this phenomena was largely of a polter- lgures were seen walking through t[e
by reliable observ-ers, includine
geist nature, although several in- flames
cidents of spectral figures and un- policemen. The manifestations conl
tinued, outliving (if that is the right
explained footsteps also occurred.
This seems to have been the formative word!) the final demolition of the
period of the haunting, which was house in 1944, and phenomena are
perhaps stimulated by the presence of still being reported from the site ofthe
so many adolescents. The phenom- Rectorv, the cottage beside it and the
ena continued, rising in intensity church directly across the road. The
throughout the incumbency of the Rev Borley.Case has its critics (extremely
Bull and that of his son, Harry, until forceful and outspoken ones at that),
but, after reading and assessing all the
it reached its first peak during the in- available
evidence, as well as carrying
cumbency of Rev G Eric Smith,
out
some
modest investigations of my
which began in October 1928.
own, I am personally convinced there
In June 1929,the Rev Smith, disturbed is a very real case to be answered.
legends
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Having set the scene at Borley, I will
try to substantiate some of the speculations aired in the first-the Warminster-part of this article.

height of ten to fifteen feet. Similar
pin-points of light were to be seen nine

When one studies the records of the
Borley phenomena, particularly those
of the last twenty-five years, a number
of instances are to be found of electro-

Another report, from a Suffolk JP,
detailed the experiences of a friend
who visited Borley and spent a night
there with three companions in 1967.
As it grew dark, all four were alarmed
to see a ' luminous white fi.gure' in the
churchyard. After a moment, this
figure seemed to change to a' luminous
white patch' that moved round slowly
horizontally. Not unnaturally, they
were extremely unnerved by this
strange sight, but when they tried to

magnetic and other phenomena which,

anywhere else, would probably con-

stitute evidence of UFO

activity.

Take the following examples:

The first record of what would seem
to be E-M related phenomena occurred in March 1947, when Dr C P
Hilton-Rowe visited Borley with the
intention of taking photographs of the
interior of the church. In order to
determine the correct exposures he
was using an ' Aoo' exposure meter
of the photo-electric cell type. This
had been working perfectly all morning,

but when Dr Hilton-Rowe used it to
test the light on the Rectory site an
inexplicable malfunction occurred.
The meter failed to respond at all, and
only by tapping it very hard was Dr
Hilton-Rowe able to jerk the needle to
another position where it was again
immobile. It was not until he left the
immediate vicinity of the Rectory site
that the needle behaved in a normal
manner. Since then, Dr Hilton-Rowe
has had no trouble with the meter.
A more remarkable E-M effect took
placeon8April, 1961 on the occasion of
a visit by Mr St John Saunders and two
friends. During the night, all three
witnessed bright lights in the vicinity
ofthe churchyard for which they could
give no explanation. They also heard
strange footsteps and, at one point,

years later inside the church by another
trio of observers.

start the car to leave, the engine, which
until then had been working perfectly,
refused to respond and the car had to
be pushed a considerable distance before it would do so. In both these
cases, it is interesting to note that when
examples of E-M phenomena occurred, they were in conjunction with
the appearance of ' strange lights'
which the witnesses were unable to
explain.

During the Smith occupancy of the
Rectory, for example, Mrs Smith often
stated in letters to relatives that she
was baffied by the appearance of
strange lights in certain rooms. These
lights were plainly visible from outside, but when somebody went inside
to find out what they were, the rooms
in question were found to be unlit and
often were locked up. During the
seance held on the night of Price's
first visit to Borley (at which Price,
the Rev Smith and Mrs Smith were
present), weird sparks of light were
seen coming from the mirror, which
' tapped' in answer to questions posed
torches, car headlights and a flashlight by the sitters. At approximately two
o'clock, a cake of soap on the washcamera all ' gave orl' simultaneously.
Mr St John Saunders and his friends stand was lifted and thrown heavily on
were also ptzzled by the appearance of to a china iug standing on the floora number of pin-points of light which
continued ozterleaf
hovered over the Rectory garden at a
J

I

l

with such force, in fact, that the soap
was deeply marked. All the sitters
were at the other side of the room at
the time.

More interestingly, during the war-

time blackout (ie after the Rectory had
been burnt down), lights were often
seen in the ruins and the ARP authorities investigated the mystery more

than once. On 20 August, 1949, a
party of four members from the nowdefunct Ealing Society for the Inaestigation of Psychic Phenomena reported
the appearance of another strange light
at Borley. At approximately eleven

o'clock at night they saw 'a strong
zohite light emanating from a branch at
the top of the trees on the left-hand side
of the road leading to the oillage.' The
light disappeared after a few seconds.
At the time of the sighting, there were
no trains passing on the SudburyLong Melford line, nor any traffic on
the road past the Rectory site.
In April 1951, the Rectory was bought
by Mr & Mrs R Bacon, who resided in
the cottage with their two children,
Terrence and Jos6, and Mrs Bacon's
parents, Mr & Mrs $flilliams. Mr
\Tilliams, a retired engineer, down-toearth and matter-of-fact, reported that
on more than one occasion he woke in
the night to find a light (he described
it as a ' glozn') hovering in his bedroom. On one occasion he saw whirling circles of light in his room.
Nineteen years later, on 20 June 1970,
two of a group of investigators led by
Mr G Croom-Hollingsworth, saw a
light in one of the chancel windows
moving towards the altar. The two
observers were able to establish that
the main door and the chancel door
were locked and sealed. The same
group were also fortunate enough to
record on tape the sound of voices in
the locked and empty church on a
visit in May 1970. On another occas4

ion, during an all-night vigil spent in
the church by Mr Croom-Hollingsworth and two friends, innumerable
pin-points of light were seen which
first appeared some four pews back
from the front ofthe church, gradually
moved forward, then separated and
vanished.

Another report of strange phenomena
at Borley, whilst not being at first

sight connected UFO-wise is, I feel,
worthy of inclusion. In July 1966,
Mr Gerard Kelman spent a night at
Borley with a few friends, and about
5 am all three witnesses heard footsteps and saw a curious figure near
the Rectory site. Although the witnesses' reports tally in basics, details

of the 'appurition ' differ substantially. For example, Mr I(elman
stated that he saw 'a ztaguely human
shape' and nothing more, whilst one

of his companions, Miss Jane Connolly,
reported that she saw '4 small head on

broad shoulders, but from the zoaist
downzaards the -figure zaas blurred.'
The third eyewitness, Miss Margaret
Anne Connolly, said that she saw
' the lower half of a figure standing by
the shed. It seemed to fade, then re-

gradually: . . . . I could only
part of the figure (from the zoaist

appeer

see

down): the garments were of pale grey or

blue and long) These three

eye-

witness reports, differing as they do,
raise the question of how subjective
such an experience is-after all, how
often have we come across this sort of
thing in UFO sighting accounts ?

The type of lights reported by the
majority of observers at Borley seem
to call to mind the presence of
' thinking-globes' or ' thought-discs'

more than anything else.

These

' thinking-globes' have become, over

the years, a well-attested, but nevertheless, I feel, largely-ignored part of the
UFO phenomenon.

One last thought concerning Borley search and investigation by the leading
and Warminster. Both places have societies in both fields (Bu.fora, Nicap
become a ' Mecca' for people inter- and Apro for Ufology, and the Society
ested in their respective fields of for Psychical Research for Psychic
research-Psychic Phenomena and Phenomena), nobody is really any
Ufology. Over the years, countless closer to the truth than at the outset.
people have visited both locations in

I

cannot help feeling that the situation

the hope of experiencing something looks like staying that way, and that in
out of the ordinary. Perhaps the all probability the truth will not be
forces responsible for phenomena at known until the invisible forces that
both places are able, in some myster- surround us decide to let us know.
ious way, to feed off the energies of
Paul Deaos
these visitors.

$0hen comparing the records of Psychic Research and Ufology, one thing
in particular stands out: namely, that
despite decades of concentrated re-

fur t her r e ading :
The Ghosts of Borley, by Peter Un-

Rec ommend e d

derwood and Paul Tabori. Pub
Daoid and Charles, 1973.

London Lectures
Sat. 2 December 19782 7 pm: Annual General Meeting (members only).
8 pm: Audio-Visual presentation of Close Encounter Cases'by Alan West (non-memSat.

bers admitted).
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January 1979:

Sat. 3 February

1979:

7pm: Ley Lines, UFOs and Ancient

Sites.

Speaker: Paul Deoereux, BA.

pm: Close Encounters, Space and Sanity.
Speaker: Norman Olioer, FRI.S.
Meetings are held in the Lecture Theatre of Kensington Central Library,
Campden Hill Road entrance, London $78.
Important: please note that all meetings commence at 7 pm: the
7

starting time was unfortunately omitted from the programme
card.

British Authors
No.
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The Earl of Clancarty (Brinsley Le Poer Trench).
Former editor of Flying Saucer Reztiezo, July 1956 to September 1959.
Founder President of Contact International. A Vice-President of Bufora.
Honorary Life Member of the Ancient Astronaut Society. Honorary Life
Member of the Hollow Earth Society, Australia. Regular connibutor to
Canadian UFO Report.

The books of Brinsley Le Poer
Trench, now Earl of Clancarty and

of following is a complete list (overseas
Britain's Upper Chamber, editions in italics):-

an active compaigner on the subject

UFOs

in

the House of Lords, have always been
amongst the most sought after. The

4
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The Sky PeopleNeville Spearman, London 1960. Reprinted
4 times.

Tandem paperbacks, l,ondon 1971. Reprinted 3 times.

Award Books, New York 1970. Reprinted
1974.

EditionsJ'ai Lu, Parish 1970. Reprinted 1972.
Edizioni Mediterranee, Rome, 1976.
Kadokawa Shoten, Japan, I 978.

Men Arnong MankindNeville Spearman, London, 1962.
Amherst Press, Wisconsin, 1963.
Fontana/Collins, London, 1973.

(under title of Temple of the Stars). Reprinted 4 times.
Ballantine Books, New York (under title of
Ternple of the Stars).
Ka.dohawa Shoten, Japan, 1976 (under title of
Temple of the Stars).

Forgotten HeritageNeville Spearman, London, 1964.
Kado kaw a S hoten r.f ap an, I 97 8.

the following motion down for debate
(a debate which may have taken place
by the time this appears) in the Upper
Chamber:

'To

call attention to the increasing
number of reports of sightings and
landings of unidentified flying objects (UFOs) on a worldwide scale,
and to the need for an intergovernmental study of UFOs; and
to move for papers.'

The Earl of Clancarty tells me that
before putting the motion down he did

quite a lot of lobbying among peers
and found a surprising number of
them interested and prepared to put
their names down to speak, a scientist
and Aerosoace spokesman amongst
them.

Norman Oliaer

The Flying Saucer StoryNeville Spearman, London, 1966. Reprinted twice.
Tandem Paperbacks, London, 1966. Reprinted twice.
Ace Books, New York, 1966.
Edizioni Mediterranee, Rome, I 97 3.

Global Editora Ltda, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1974.

Operation EarthNeville Spearman, London, 1969.
Tandem Paperbacks, London, 7974. Reprinted twice.
Kadokawa S hoten, Japan, I 977.
Edizioni Mediterranee, Rome, I 977.

The Eternal SubjectSouvenir Press, London, 1973.

Pan Books, London, 1975 (under title of
Mysterious Visitors). Reprinted 1977.
Stein {y Day, New York, 1973 (under title of
Mysterious Visitors). Reprinted 1977.
Sphinx €t Nihil, Copenhagen, 1974.

Secret of the AgesSouvenir Press, London, 1974.
Panther Books, Frogmore, St. Albans 1976.
(Reprinted same year).

LENDING LIBRARY
RESTARTING

Colin and Janet Andrews have
kindly agreed to restart a book

lending library facility for
Bufora. It is anticipat€d that
books will be available by
mail or by collection on request from the London Lectures.

write for details to :
Mr & Mrs Andrews

Please

339 Eastwood Road

RAYLEIGH
Essex.

Pinnacle Books, New York, 1977.

Kadokawa Shoten, Japan, I 97 5.

To date the Earl of Clancarty has asked
five questions for written answer about
UFOs in the House of Lords and has
6

Altr/ARENESS-The Journal of Contact UK. Deatils from: The National
Chairman, Contact UK, 59d Windmill Road, Headington, Oxford.

Points from the Press
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Valerie Martin

The Surrey and Hants Nezos of
23 May had an article on student

David Firmage who is taking
" l:J;
course in film and TV production
and has made a film on the recent
spate of reported sightings in the
area. It is based on Sigap and the
way which the group operates and

includes his own interviews with wit-

nesses. The most interesting fact he
found, but hardly surprising, was that
most people are reluctant not only to
be filmed but to talk, because of fear
of being .tdt.rtid.

* *

The Evening Posr of 5 June reported
that the rilest Cour'try UFO Research
Association, whose president, Ian Vinten, is also a Bufora member. had seen
several odd lights over I?orlebury Hill
at $Teston-super-Mare, around 11 pm.
intense light rvhich flickered
to bright red, ascended and descended

A bright

at 3 to 5 minute intervals over a 20
minute period. Another light appeared stationary, and yet another
moved off and disappeared.

***
The Eoening Sentinel of 14 June had a
paragraph about a yellow disc seen

moving across the sky the previous
Monday at Gnosall near Stafford.
It suddenly stopped, did a high speed
manoeuvre and stopped again before
moving off. About 20 minutes later

another object was seen at Beech, then
Clayton.

***

The Barking and Dagenham Adztertiser
of 16 June announced that the Dagenham Paranormal Research Group was
staging an exhibition at the Dagenham
Town Hall and had invited BBC and
ITV TV crews to interview them.
(See report in last Journal).

In the Kent and Sussex Courier of 9
June, Doris Mason from a Tunbridge
Wells nursing home had written

a

letter on the UFOs she has seen regularly in easterly and westerly directions
over the past 2 to 3 years. The objects are like skeleton steel or glittering
aeroplanes with 2 or 3 lights at the top,
always upright, and like a 'grass-

hopper' shape with slender backsliding

wings. After much inquiry she
told they

*... t;."tjn:.

was

The Evening Nezos of 30 June had a
report on a red and white light seen
around 10 pm on several nights by a
number of people in Sittingbourne.
It hovered or moved slowly across the
sky for about an hour before disappearing and on one occasion was
joined by 5 others. Police passed the
information on to RAF Manston who
reported it to the MoD, and the latter
said there were no military exercises
in the area

*,n: rrl.,jn

the air.

The Obseroer of 23 July mentioned
that creation of a UN agency to study
UFOs is on the provisional agenda for
the UN General Assembly's next
session.

***
The Dorset Eoening Echo of 4 and

5

July had accounts of UFOs over \fey-

continued ooerleaf
7

mouth and Portland. A

holidaymaker saw a cigar-shaped object which
changed from yellow to orange, and
snapped it with his Polaroid camera.
The result, not reproduced, showed a
white ball low in the sky. A woman
saw a white object ' like a big sheet the
size of a house ' take off from the top

of

Bowleaze the previous Sunday
afternoon, and another holiday-maker
saw a yellow egg-shaped disc too large
lbr a helicopter. A spokesman at
Portland Naval Base said they had
been using flares on a night exercise,
and a private blue and white Gazelle
helicopter had been operating during
the day.

***
The Eoening Sentinel, of Hanley, which
regularly reports UFO sightings, ran a
two-part series on the subject on 24

and 25 July. It interviewed Terry

Shotton, Nufon investigator, who has
had a few strange experiences himself
and is interested in the psychic angle,
and Dr Ron Maddison, senior lecturer
in Physics and Director of the Observatory, Keele University, and regular

guest on " The Sky at Night " programme. The latter considers rhat
UFOs are unexplained natural phenomena and gave examples of amateur
observers being misled by ordinary
events happening in varying weather
conditions, but admitted that one
phenomenon, ball lightning, is still not
easily under"oo:.

* *
The Halifax Eoening Courier of 24 July
had an item on a mysterious 'blob of
light' being investigated by Trevor
Ifhitaker, Bufora's Yorkshire Branch
secretary. The previous evening before 10 pm, 2 boys saw over Norland
Moor, a' hook shape and another behind
it like a round blob' pass through clouds
reappear then disappear. They saw
8

another light a bit later. Mr Whitaker
said sightings were regularly made in

the area, helicopters did operate, but
there was no particular explanation
lbr this.

***
The North Dezson Journal-Herald of 20
July carried an article on UFOs and
featured Harold Cobley, founder member of the British Flying Saucer Bureau,
and brother-inlaw of Albert K Bender,

famous founder

of the International

Flying Saucer Bureau. Cobley's son
had twice photographed large srrange
objects seen also by many other people

in North Devon, but the slide reproduced in the newspaper was very
poor. Also given coverage were

Bufora investigators, David Painting
of Barnstaple, and Nicholas Dart of
Ilfracombe. All three have been busy
with sightings along the coast which
could be a spin-off from UFO activity
over South S7ales.

***
of 2-8 August told the story
Scottish farmer in Strathclyde,
who was driving home with his teenage
son when their car was bathed in a
Weekend

of a

bright red light. He stopped

and

went on foot to investigate the source
in a nearby field, but when he was

within 100 yards it disappeared leaving
the area in darkness. He said it
seemed about the size of a football and

was throwing

light out in other direc-

tions. Later that night, when they
were working in the cowshed, a high

pitched squeal filled the air. It appeared to be coming from near the top
of a hill behind the farmhouse and the
two set out to find it, but both farm
dogs refused to leave the cowshed.
The sound suddenly jumped to a point
several hundred yards away then faded
out. Several neighbours also spotted
a red light.

Report Extra

!

Presented by Norman Oliaer

Although a number of reports in this issue are somewhat-one or two rather more
than somewhat-dated, they are all recently investigated accounts. Several-if
the press is to be believed-high-strangeness cases are currently under investigation, but there is inevitably a delay of a minimum of two to three months before
any detailed reference can be presented here. As will be seen from the sighting
summaries in this and subsequent issues, there is certainly no shortage of reports-.
Quite a proportion of the incidents reported as a result of the Daily.Express Close
Encounter articles earlier in the year have now been investigated and some of
these will be featured in Report-Extra ! in the New Year. Contact UK has
kindly assisted Bufora with investigations into these in areas where we have had
less than adequate representation ourselves and we are very appreciative of their
co-operation. All reports investigatedby Contact U1( that are included in these
pages in future issues will be clearly credited to their representatives.

*****

We commence with an outline of what
discussed claims in this country . . . .

The Paul Grant Affair
Report by Andy Collins-July

is bound to become one of the most
A

Reoiew by Norman Olizter

1978

In a recent editorial I commented on
the unenviable position of a hypothetical UFO researcher who had the (mis)
fortune to become a focus for UFO
entities. Think about it, all you researchers and investigators-were the
roles reversed YOU would be investigated, probed, disbelieved and generally regarded with deep suspicion:
as Andy Collins puts it, " I UFO
researcher as a contactee is like a police
detectiae with a long criminal record."
It was to avoid the worst effects of this

attitude that the pseudonym of Paul
Grant was finally adopted for the researcher whose apparent experiences
Collins was instrumental in uncovering
and who is, in fact, well known to him
personally. Several of Paul's experiences have already been recordedon occasion, indeed, in this Journal,
but it was not until the element of
hypnotic regression was introduced by
Collins that previously seemingly unrelated incidents began to join up and
form a most remarkable whole-

certainly one of the most remarkable
experiences ever

to be recorded in the

British Isles.

Collins, who has painstakingly produced a 100f page report of the Paul
Grant Affair, anticipates this will
form the centrepiece of a book involving the deeper aspects of contactee
situations, but in the meantime he has
made full details available to four wellknown researchers in this country and
three in the USA, including Dr Hynek
at the Center for UFO Studies. Both
he and Paul Grant have given full permission for a revierv to be published in
thisjournal ....

" Apparitions and Accidents "
The diverse nature of Paul Grant's

experiences makes it by no means easy
to review them in just a few pages, but

I will follow the chronological order
port. The hypnotic regression method
of events adopted by Collins in his re-

which finally brought the later contact

experiences into the open was also
used at times by Collins to confirm and
elicit greater detail of some of the

earlier incidents. As will be seen,
at times a psychic element is also

apparent.

Paul Grant has lived on the London/
Essex border since he was born in
1952. His first brush with the unusual occurred when he was only four

years old: he and other members
of his family then saw a 'cloud-like
mass' adyancing upstairs and into the
living-room where it disappeared.

Then, when ten years old, playing on a
piece of apparatus in a nearby playground, he was lying on his back when
a large, round, dark object, seemingly
solid, descended vertically towards
him, then was gone.

In October L968, he was walking
through Barking when a 'man' ran
straight into the path of an oncoming
car. There was an extremely hefty
'thump ': the 'man' went down, but
immediately got up and ran off down
a small road alongside a cemetery:
Paul ran over to this road but the
'man' could not be seen, although
there was no place he could have
hidden. The car, meanwhile, had
driven off.

1972, Paul was continually followed by
a green Mercedes: this lasted some six
months and Paul's own car was nudged
off the road by it on one occasion:
thereafter it appeared sporadically, but

when in 1974 Paul checked out its
registration number he found that no
such number had been issued by the
appropriate licensing authority.

Barn Hill and other Encounters
On 11 May 1974, Paul, who was with
another UFO investigator, was close
to Barn Hill, Chingford, when two
figures were seen in the direction of a
copse; these were wearing black gowns

and had long flowing white hair, but
no facial details were visible. After
watching for an hour, at 9.30 pm two
other forms appeared much closer, and

both became aware that an object was
coming towards them over the trees
shaped ' like two ice cream cones stuch
together end to

end.' This had red and

white lights and a revolving blue light.
An elderly man from a nearby bun-

watching. There was a
pinging sonar-like noise as it passed
galow was also

" MIB's and Poltergeists "
Paul commenced UFO investigations
in 1966, since when he has acted for
various UFO organisations. It was
one evening in November 1970 that he
first became aware of being under surveillance from a man and woman in a
sports car. Oddly enough, the following week was notable for poltergeist activity commencing in the house
banging doors: the sound

-thumping:
of objects being thrown around:
' presences ' being felt: pools of water
appearing from nowhere and other
disturbing incidents.
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The surveillance by the couple in the
red sports car continued for seven
months, after which a white Vauxhall
took over-still with the same occupants: after a further few months the
car was no longer seen and poltergeist
activity also ceased. However, in late

over towards a reservoir: three photos
were taken, then the obiect was gone.
Subsequently it was found that the
tops of trees over which the object
had hovered were charred, twisted and
stripped of bark. Unfortunately, however, the photos did not come out and
the elderly gentleman declined to comment on what he had seen.

On 10 August 1974, at 1.30 am, Paul
had been watching the Perseid meteor
shower from his window when he saw
a similar figure to those observed at
Barn Hill standing next to the garden

shed: he then crouched on the floor
for nearly half an hour and when he
again looked out the figure had gone.
Subsequently, Paul developed a severe
rash on his face, forehead and hands
which persisted for some months:
nothing prescribed had any effect and

he was told he would have to wear
bandages at all times, but suddenly
one morning in 7975, the rashes disappeared and never returned.

On 10 March 1976 at 12.50 am, Paul
was alone in the living-room. He
decided to make a cup of tea, lit a
cigarette and was about to turn into
the kitchen when he saw the same
featureless figure standing inside,
though this time it seemed somewhat
taller and was seen to be light grey
facially. His cigarette burned to his
fingers and as he flicked the butt onto
the table-something he had never
done before, or since-the figure
moved its head ierkily. Paul began
to receive mental images, prominent
amongst them being that of a nighttime scene with a domed, disc-shaped
object in the centre, whilst he himself
was moving towards the craft held by

two people. As this image came the
entity again nodded its head jerkily,
then it was no longer there.

Odd callers and entities
For a while after this, Paul suspended
his UFO activities, but by July 1977
was again actively involved in research,
and on occasion in Hainault Forest
(from whence have come a number of
strange reports), he observed 'Bacofoil-clad humanoids.' He also received
several strange phone calls, including
one from a Mr Munroe who apparently
knew of the earlier Mercedes incidents, but when the London, W5 address he had given was checked out,
no one had heard of him.

Hypnosis sessions
On 6 January 1978,

it

was discussed

whether hypnosis would possibly bring
to light any further information re-

lating to his experiences or clarify existinp; information, and eventually it

at least to rry. Paul
agreed and under hypnosis the childhood experiences were confirmed. On
was decided

the Barn Hill

encounter being regressed, however, an extraordinary
story began to emerge. Significantly,
perhaps, the first additional detail

was that the hands of

Paul's

watch started to spin, then, when the
' pinging' object was overhead, it stopped. Paul then recalled being in a

'dark room ': everything was'frozen,'
but through an oblong 'eye camera'

he could see the car and the lane outside. He could hear machines, voices,
and though the phrases were mainly

not in English, the words 'not to be
afraid' and 'sands of time ' came
through to him. He started to describe the room's interior, but then it
became cold and dark and he was back
at the car.

Amazed at this result, both now realised the possible significance of Paul's
other two encounters, and on the
'garden ' incident being regressed it
was found that the figure had actually
moved towards the house, Paul following it with the beam of his torch: then,
as he had crouched down, there had
been a pounding in his head, which

cleared, and he heard a voice say,
" We ltaae come-to bring you-pre-

parefornexttime...."

In a similar regression of the ' kitchen'
encounter, Paul followed his conscious experience to the point where
the cigarette burned his fingers, but
there it diverged. A splitting pain was
felt inside the head: it was dark: he
was cold and ott"

;o)ron',rlr';f::;;
1t

could be heard. He found he was
sitting on a large chair and was ' held'
by small gowned beings with large
heads and dark, round eyes. Eventually he became dizzy again and
' came to' back in the kitchen.

In his report on the affair, Collins tells
us that 'hypnosis only acts as a nigger
mechanism to release an incredible
ztseahh

of

information hidden in the
certainly true

subconscious and this rnas

of Paul Grant.' From the hypnosis

sessions (details of which are expanded

on considerably in the report-references here are merely brief outlines),
and verbal and wriften information
from Paul subsequent to the sessions,
a wealth of information on these
apparent abductions, together with
drawings by Paul of objects and occupants has been recorded. Collins had,
in fact, told Paul when he was under
hypnosis that he would subsequently
recall everything. Some further details were also gleaned by hypnotically

induced' direct trance-mediumship,' latterly supervised by a qualified psychologist and hypnotist.

Briefly : The 'we'ird faceless entities' were found to be ' Gatherers,'
their specific function being to gather
organic and inorganic specimens for examination and study. These 'Gatherers' are part living, part machine
and programmed to a central organic

computer

on board the craft

from

which they originate.

The short large-headed entities

wished to be known as'The Merak,'
though whether the suggestion is that
their point of origin is the star Merak in
Ursa Major is unclear: Paul was shown
a star-map when watching a screen in
the craft and had the impression he
should add at certain points the words

' Home-base stationr' ' North Saff
Polar' and ' Merak,' but these were
not actually on the screen.
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These ' Small Guys' were quite pleasant and slender looking, about 4ft to
4ft 6ins tall and had large craniums
in proportion to the body. They had

no hair: no

eyelashes

or

eyebrows:

their eyes were small and round: the
ears were small and 'odd-shaped.'
Mouths were just lines which did not
move when they addressed Paul. They
had' childlike ' hands with four fingers
and a thumb: their skin was grey.
After the ' eye camera ' episode in the
'room' at the time of the Barn Hill
encounter, a 'projector screen' had
been pulled across on a trolley which
had several sets of spheres half-set
into its base: on it were shown images
like spires, towers or rocks, but Paul
had decided to ignore this ' film show'

which was promptly

discontinued.
He had then been told,' Like the sands of
time we will come face to face again,'
and a metal device from the wall first
gripped his shoulder, then retractedPaul believed as a gesture offriendship.

During the ' kitchen' encounter, the
' thumping' proved a prelude to Paul
being taken aboard the craft he had
visualised-taken as before to a seat
with an eye-camera. He then found
that his glasses intrigued the ' Small
Guys,' who examined both these and
f-rir mouth. Again he was shown
images on a screen-this time apparently of various places on Earth.
Taken to a changing room, he was subsequently given a comprehensive medical, including blood, saliva and urine

samples being taken, together with
nail parings and possibly skin scrapings.
Later he was told he had had a minute

device-a Bio-monitor-implanted in

his chest. He then dressed, was given

various points

of information

and

again shown a number of screen images.

Two items of information may perhaps
be of particular interest:

Firstly, apparently a general statement

on

abductions.

" Abductions, or the taking of a person or

persons from one place to another place forcibly and against their will, is false
bers of your species are, for the purpose of
contact, invited aboard once they have been

psychologically and physiologically scanned

(for safety measures) so as not to cause conditions of fear with possible irreparable
damage to the mind as could (and has) been
the case without prior scanning."

Secondly, information regarding the craft's
' security'-as Collins comments, maybe to
warn those who might venture too near.

"

Each craft has a security/self defence mecwhen this is on 'safe mode,'
there is no danger in any area. But when

hanism

to 'security mode,' the
are as follows:switched on

1

effects

Up to 10 metres from craft: Molecular rearrangement in metals, structures, and

' fatalities.'

2
3

lO-40 metres from craft: Electromagnetic
effects, temporary paralysis, possible memory erasure,

40-85 metres from craft: Electromagnetic
effects, tingling sensation, minor electrical
shocks.

Collins comments that Paul and he feel

that the appearance given throughout
both encounters was one of total
efficiency and a main concern for
science and technology.

Subsequent incidents have included
Paul receiving automatic writing on a
number of occasions and reference has

The whole question of the validity of
hypnotic regression in the 'contact'
field is, ofcourse, a subiect for debatea debate fuelled by Dr Alvin H Lawson's recent-and hotly-contestedpaper l{/hat Can tile Learn from Hypnosis of Imaginary Abductees ?', the
pros and cons of which will be the
subiect of review in a later -fournal.

In this review,

however,

necessity

detailed in the Reporr have been mentioned and, taken as a whole, the story
related would seem difficult to explain

away as

a product of Paul's sub-

conscious mind. I should add that
original details of the three encounters
that I cannot see have been

-details
changed in any way-were first made

known to me by Paul over three years
ago, and I can confirm that Paul was
extremely disturbed about them at the

time-and, referring to Time, one last

point.

On several occasions the Merak
appeared to consider our conception of
Time to be practically meaningless.
One hopes it will not be too long before

Collins' anticipated book-provisionally entitled The Contact Concept finds
a publisher. The case has many most
intriguing aspects and associations,

not only for the seasoned researcher,
but for all interested in the subject
of lJfology.

Norman Olioer

been made to the Travis rValton case.

Indeed, some items in the Reportparticularly as to the lay-out of the
' rooms' do strike a chord with Walton's experience and comparison might
prove very interesting were $Talton
able to produce further details under
regression of his experiences during
his three-day abduction. In his case,
however, the hypnotist, Dr Harder,
arrived at a mental block enforced by a
subsconcious threat that \Valton would
die should regression be pursued.

of

only a small proportion of the events

Refs:The Paul Grant Affair-Copyight

A

Collins,

1978.

The lVahon Experience-Traois
hley Medallion Books, 1978.

Valton.

Ber-

What Can_We Learn from Hypnois of Imaginary Abductees-Alain H Lawson, PhD, 1977.

***
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Strutted Stafford UFO
Inzt MKeatman

diffused and was not

phenomenon.

a solid light

***
Bingham 6Branches & Roots'
I have seldom come across more extra-

GRILL

One night in December 1977, Mr
Johnson, a Staffordshire farmer, left
his home by car at 9.55 pm. Three

hundred yards along the road he
noticed two very large bright white
lights one above the other. He pulled
up, but could hear no sound through
the open window: switching off the
engine, he got out and as he did so,
the object turned and came across the
road from right to left some fifty yards
away. It then banked slightly and
moved along the line of a hedge and
some telephone wires, finally banking
to the right by a tree at the end of the
hedge and becoming lost to sight as it
moved towards Tittensor. Witness
likened its movement to that of a submarine under water.

In

shape, the object was like a cigar,

tapering at both ends with a pill box
shaped dome on top. Its length was
that of'about four cars,' ie: about 40
feet and at its widest point was probably about 10 feet across. The dome
was an estimated 10 feet wide and high,

being transparent and supported by
five or six black struts. A very bright
white light came from it. On the
underside was a metallic-looking grill of
no definite shape: this had uni-coloured
bars on it through whichvery bright light

was pouring in all directions: this grill
was about three feet long.

The object, seemingly metallic, was
illuminated by the light which also lit
up the area below it: the light was
14

ordinarily shaped 'UFOs' than the
ones in this report from Bingham,
Notts., indeed it brings to mind falls of
' Fortean phenomena' rather than
UFOs and in this instance perhaps the
nomenclature should be unidentified
floating (or falling) objects!
Around noon one day in the summer
of 1966, witness, then at school, was
with about twelve other boys and
teachers watching cricket when objects
were noticed slowly falling down out of
the clouds, floating down towards the

ground and disappearing at ground

level over various distances.

These objects were likened to ' trees
of leaves with a spindly trunk.'

bared

The' roots ' of the objects seemed to be
marginally smaller than the upper
parts, but there was no orderly shape
to any of the approximately fifty
objgcts which descended steadily, not
drifting at all, over a period ofthree or

four minutes, around ten of them being
visible at any one time.

***
Shildon Squares'
6

A

Imt B Hartley
Shildon, Co Durham, housewife in

her fifties, was standing in her porch
doorway at 2 am on 23 July 1977 whilst
her dog was roaming the garden. It
was a beautifully clear night and looking to the north she saw what seemed
to be a large light the size of a tennis
ball, just above a bush or hedge near
the top of a rising piece of grassland
used as a children's play area. It
glowed like a torch and she could make
out small squares on it. The object

BUFORA LIMITED
NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Third Annual General Meeting of BUFORA Ltd will be held at the Kensington
Central Library, Campden Hill Road entrance, in the Lecture Theatre, at 7 pm on Saturday,
2 December 1978, to receive the President's Address, the Chairman's Report, the Report

of the Council of Management for the Year ended 31 August 1978, the Report of the Auditor,
the Accounts of the Treasurer, and to elect the Members of the Council for the following year
and re-appoint the Auditor, according to the Articles of Association.
Signed on behalf of the Council of Management,

MIss B

7 October, 1978.

D I7OOD,

Secretary.

Please note that a Member entitled to attend and vote at this Meeting is entitled to appoint
a proxy who need not be a Member of the Company to attend and vote in his or her stead.
Inltruments of proxy must be lodged at the Company's Registered Office, Hazlemont House,
Gregory Boulevard, Nottingham, not less than forty-eight hours before the time appointed
for the meeting.
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2 December 1978
A GENDA
Notice convening the Meeting.
Minutes of Second Annual General Meeting.
President's Address.
Chairman's Report.
Treasurer's Report.

Director of Research's Report.
Adoption of the Report of the Council of Management, of the Report of the Auditor, and
of the Accounts for the year ended 3l August 1978.
Re-appointment of Auditor.
Election of Directors to the Council of Management for the ensuing year.

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL OF MANAGEMENT
for the twelve months ended 31 August 1978
This Report and the attached set of Accounts and Report of the Auditor cover the twelve
months period from 7977 to 1978 August 31.

The attached Balance Sheet shows the state of the Company's affairs at 31 August 1978;
the financial position being an improvement over the previous year's Balance Sheet. The
accompanying Income and Expenditure Account prepared by the Treasurer, Mr S L
Smith, though showing a smaller net surplus than in the previous year, includes items
where considerable improvements have been achieved thus providing more funds for
publications and research and investigation. A significant proportion of BUFORA'S
income is derived from Members' donations, and the Council expresses its thanks to all
those Members who generously contributed to the total shown in the Accounts.
The principal activities of the Company during the Financial Period have been to encourage
promote and conduct unbiased scientific research of unidentified flying object (UFO)
phenomena throughout the United Kingdom, to collect and disseminate evidence relating
to UFOs, and to co-ordinate UFO research throughout the United Kingdom and to cooperate with others engaged in such work thoughout the Vorld.
The Membership of BUFORA Ltd at 31 August 1978 was 731 (1977-763), the fall being
due to the loss of some overseas members and the inevitable turnover of younger Members

who ioin on the popular image of UFOs, but who find the real picture less like romantic
science fiction than they thought. The Membership Secretary, Mrs S A Harcourt, reports that new Members joining during the present year have included many more qualified
people genuinely wanting to help with research and investigation. This trend is most

encouragingJor the -future development of BUFORA's research and investigation programmes. The Registered Membership of the Company is 550.
The Chairman, Mr L E Beer, the Company Secretary, Miss B D Wood, and the Editor of
the Journal, Mr N T Oliver, have all received during the year a continuing series of enquiries about BUFORA and UFOs, mainly from the public but also from Local Authority
Information Centres, Technical Colleges and Universities, Reference Libraries and
Museums.

A National

Conference was held during the year in Nottingham on 15-16 April 1978.
The event was organised by Council Members Mr C F Lockwood and Mr A R Pace and
guests and Members were hosted by MURO, the Midlands UFO Research Organisation
based in Mansfield. Speakers were headed by Dr R F Haines, PhD, from Los Altos,
California, who emphasised the necessity of an interdisciplinary approach to discussion
and research into the UFO phenomenon. Dr Haines brought greetings from individuals
and organisations in the United States of America thus maintaining BUFORA's continuing
links with that country as part of its promotion of international co-operation. This theme
was further strengthened by a paper submitted by the Danish Skandinavisk UFO Information group and a contribution from Mr D Bosga, an investigator for the Centre for UFO
Studies in the USA. The aim of holding the Conference was undoubtedly satisfied as it
brought together ufologists from this country and abroad to discuss progress and ideas
and it fostered good relations and co-operation between participants. It was also successful in financial terms as a bonus to the organisers. A full report on the Conference has
appeared in the July/August BUFORA Journal and Conference Proceedings are in the
course of preparation.

During the year BUFORA held 10 lectures at the Kensington Central Library in London,
on the first Saturday of each month from September to June, arranged by Mr N T Oliver.
The programme of talks covered most aspects of ufology and entertained and educated
near capacity audiences. The success of the season in providing informative and social
evenings, is reflected in the Income and Expenditure Account. Summaries of some lectures
were published in the BUFORA Journal and during the coming year Council intends that
coverage will be more complete for the benefit of out-of-London Members.

In addition, several Members and Council Members have been invited to give lectures to
organisations, educational establishments, and local radio audiences as r.vell as providing
interviews and information to local and national newspapers.
Under the Editorship of Mr N T Oliver, the BUFORA Journal was published six times
during the year and distributed to Members and exchanged with about 60 other organisations worldwide. Council are grateful to Mr A Vest and Mr B Hartley for distribution
ofthe Journal. The Editorial emphasis over the year's issues has been placed particularly
on developing the publication of sighting accounts and investigators' reports so that Members may be informed of UFO events throughout the country, and investigators can see
the results of their work. A number of research papers and other general articles have
also been included

in the Journal. A regular feature has been Sighting Summaries giving

brief details of cases investigated and catalogued, prepared by Miss P Grego and Report
Extra covering abstracts of the more substantial sightings. Because of the improved
finances of BUFORA, the Journal has been expanded to a regular 32 pages, including
illustrations by Miss J Cook, and Points from the Press prepared by Mrs V Martin.

As shown in the Income and Expenditure Account,

sales of BUFORA publications are
this year than last year but still substantially tp on 1975176. The drop is mainly due
to the effect of publication of BUFORA's Investigators Handbook last year. Demand for
this maior publication has been met by three reprints during the year. BUFORA's other
previously published booklets, the " UFO Guide," already in its third edition, and the
three Science Papers, " The Use of Analytical Instruments in the Search for Extraterrestrial
Spacecraft " by Mr D Viewing, " Investigations Procedures " by Mr T rVhitaker, and
"An Engineer's Look at UFOs " by Mr L Cramp, continue to be in demand. Two new
publications have been launched, both arising from the November 1976 National Conference in Birmingham. The first is based on the illustrated lecture on humanoids given
by Mr T R Bloecher of New York " Close Encounters of the Third Kind." The second
is the full " Proceedings of the Second National Research and Investigation Conference."
Both publications have been selling at a satisfactory rate and Council thanks Mr C F Lockwood for Editing the Proceedings and Mr A R Pace and Mr A West for handling distribution.
less

Research into Vehicle Interference Cases has been concluded and a report including an
extensive catalogue of 420 cases compiled by Mr G Falla and others, together with detailed
case studies, comments and conclusions is in the final stage before publication. Mr L
Dale, Mr M Ford and others, in Kent have set up two electromagnetic noise monitoring
stations at Gillingham and Ashford, funded by the Research Grant given in the previous
financial year. Considerable experience has been gained inoperating the stations, including
taking part in an international sklrvatch operation, and a number of areas have been iden-

tified for future development. A progress report will be included in the Proceedings of
the April 1978 National Conference.
Completion of the Vehicle Interference Case Catalogue has enabled Mr G Falla to begin
work on Radar Cases. Some 150 reports from the last 35 years have been catalogued
with assistance from Mr B Hartley. A report will be published during the coming year.

in Crewe are conducting preliminary
studies of selected photographic material to establish any dimensional relationships under
a BUFORA sponsored Orthographic Proiection Proiect.

Two Members of the FUFOR UFO Study Group

Following the November 7976 Birmingham National Conference, co-operation with
Mr T Bloecher and Mr D F Vebb of the Mutual UFO Network Humanoid Study Group
and the Centre for UFO Studies, the Director of Research, Mr A R Pace, has received a
copy of their Humanoid Catalogue, HUMCAT, for BUFORA research, principally for
checking, correcting and revising the UK data included in it. A study of UFO reports
from pilots has been initiated in conjunction with Dr R F Haines and information has

been exchanged. The Director of Research has hosted a number of researchers who have
consulted the BUFORA Research records for information required for thier own projects.

Mr K R Phillips

was National Investigations Co-ordinator at the beginning of the year,
but retired at his own request in October. After a brief interregnum, Mr L W Dale was
appointed to fill the vacancy. During the year approximately 500 investigations were
initiated, a significant proportion arising from a series of articles in the Daily Express
which resulted in their receiving about 1500 letters. These were shared between BUFORA
and Flying Saucer Review (FSR), as both parties had assisted the Express in preparing
their series. Approximately 40oL of the 725 items examined by BUFORA related to
sighting reports suitable for further study and BUFORA Investigators were given details
for their respective areas. A number of cases were referred to CONTACT (UK) for
investigation. BUFORA's Yorkshire Branch organised by Mr T Whitaker has followed
up many ofthe cases and has initiated a record number ofinvestigations during the current
year. The National Investigations Co-ordinator has received an estimated 1450 press
cuttings from UK newspapers over the year, a significant increase over the previous year.

A new physical data section has been formed, co-ordinated by Mr K R Phillips and staffed
by Mr R Digby, Mr S Gamble and Mr R Lindsey in close liaison with Mr L !7 Dale, to
examine all aspects of physical evidence including photographs, site traces, and environmental monitoring. Mr M Stenhoff has specialised in reports that indicate relationships
with Ball Lightning.
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The following Members constituted the Council of Management at 31 August 1978:
MissBDWood MrSLSmith
Mrs S A Harcourt
Mr L E Beer
Mr C F Lockwood
MrNTOliver
MrSGamble
Mr A R Pace

Mr M Stenhoff
Mr A Vest
In addition, the following Members have served on the Council during the year:

Mr L \(/ Dale
Mr R Nash

Miss J C Randles

10 No Member of the Council received any remuneration during the year.
11 Under Sections 49 and 50 of the Articles of Association, the following Members of Council
are retiring by rotation:

Mr CFLockwood MrNT Oiiver
Mr Lockwood and Mr Oliver, being eligible, offer

Mr M Stenhoff
for re-election.

Mr A R Pace

Mr
Mr

Pace,

themselves

Stenhoff has retired at his request and is not seeking re-election.
Signed on behalf of the Council,

7 October, 1978.

L E BEER,

Chairman.

BUFORA LTD
BALAI\CE SHEET

as at 31.8 .78

ASSETS

f,

Sundry stock at cost
Sundry debtors
Cash: Deposit Account
Current Account

f,

L32

as ar 31.8.77

f,f,

1462
162

1624

197

480

451

984
413
1397

2207

2074

1930

1468
600

LIABILITIES

Subscriptions in advance

*.aid;-- ----- ....
Current Taxation (payable 1.6.79)
S;;d;t

184

.

24

2Ba
Net Assets

2068

69

FUI\DS

Research Fund-at start of period

'l

Zess.' Research Grant

General Fund-at start of period

ldd.'

(s

Surplus of Income for the period

87
30
57

t)

57

(1ee)

r48

63

t2

( s1)

Total of Research and General Funds

INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT

Year to
31.8.78

{.I

INCOME
Subscriptions

iir. ."6*iiptio".

285

Donations
Interest from Deposit Account
London Lectures

......

.I-ess.' Expenses

663
52

M9

392
45

402

i

49
82

......

3473

2745

2283
834

1537

427
294
248

Administration expenses
Honorarium to Auditor
Registration Fees

2159
60

230
58

EXPENDITURE inclusive of VAT

Less.'

31.8.77

451

Miscellaneous income

Conference expenses

7t5

515

......

Journal printing and distribution
Research & Investigation
London Lectures expenses
Zess.' Income therefrom

[f,

66

-"ruring....

Publications sales
Less.' Printing and postage

2939

Year to

7t9
707

50
442
27

611
27
12
3767

628
514

tr4
2597

SURPLUS of income over expenditure for period

106

UK

Corporation Tax at 42o/o based on Deposit Account
interest earned during 1976177 ......
Provision for UK Corporation Tax at 42o/o based on Deposit Account interest earned during 1977178 ......

NET SURPLUS of income over expenditure for
peroid carried to General Fund

Notes

148

19

24
43

the
r48

63

: (1) The
(2)

Company is limited by guarantee and in the event of winding up the liability
of each Member would be limited to {1.00.
Life Subscriptions are credited to income at a rate equivalent to the current
Annual Subscription.
Signed on behalf of the Council of Management,

L E Brrn, Chairman.
S L Strlrrn, Director and Treasurer.

7 October 1978.

******
REPORT OF THE AUDITOR to the Members of BUFORA Ltd.

I

have examined the attached Balance Sheet and Income and Expenditure Account and
Notes attached thereto. These have been prepared under the historical cost convention.

In my opinion these Accounts give, under the accounting convention stated above, a true
and fair view ofthe state ofthe Company's affairs at 31 August 1978 and ofthe excess ofincome
over expenditure for the year ended on that date and have been properly prepared in accordance with the provisions of the Companies Acts 1948 and 1967.

J C FOXON,

Hazlemont House,
Gregory Boulevard,
Nottingham.

Chartered Accountant,

9 October, 1978.

******
CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
The main activities of the Association have been summarised by our Hon Treasurer,
Stephen Smith, in the " Report of the Council of Management." As I interpret it, the role of
the Chairman is to co-ordinate the Association's activities and ensure its financial viability.
As we lack a Publicity Officer, I have assumed this role, and apart from this aspect, I do not rigard it as part of my brief to become over-involved in the details of how officers carry out their
duties. I am of course willing to investigate specific complaints and follow up suggestions.
Part of our success as an organisation can be attributed to the relative autonomy under which
officers are able to work.

On the publicity front, I issued three press releases during the year ended 31.8.78. The
first commented on the success of our National Research Conference in Nottingham, and I am
convinced that the choice of a town-centre venue easily accessible by both road and rail combined with reasonable registration fees ensured a good attendance of up to 175 people. Also
the event broke-even financially. Full credit goes to Anthony Pace and Charles Lockwood
for arranging an excellent programme, which made this our most successful conference to
date. \X/e have plans in hand for 7979 for the first truly international UFO research concontinued oz,erleaf

ference to be held in the UK. S/ith London as the venue, this promises to be a memorable
event. The -s-e-cond press release drew attention to the cash prizes-being offered by Cutty Sart
(UK Scotch lThisky) Ltd, incllding BUFORA's role as coniultants, so that ufololists
and abroad could learn about the competitions.
"ito-.

In terms of press coverage, the third release announcing the start of our 1978-79 London
_ecture,
Season was highly successful. Consequently we got off to an excellent start on j
!
september with an attendance of about 145. It has long been an enigma to me that Flying
Saucer Review magazine (FSR) makes no editorial meniion of the BUFORA lectures, 6vii
though these have continued.regularly singe tle early sixties, and leading ufologists have presented. some. rema^rkably erudite papers. DurinF 197,7 I twrce requested- an infirmal *..titrg
with the editor of FSR with a view to promoting closer co-oper-ation. The editor declinefi
both requests.

9" tirs other hand,.I am qleased-tb say_that wdreceived some useful puUiicity
" while it was being published. Rilations with Contact (UK) hive beeir
ami_crable and I hope will become more eitensive in the future. Co-operation *itfr i
LJ
"umU.i
1oc31ly based groups continues to be
-good and_ mutual assistance witli investigations is a prime
objective. It is worth noting that this
was the basis for the formation of tlhe Associati,on in
in "

Spaceques-t

1.962_ry!ep ggttt U^K societies came together-to promote co-operation. The oldest of these,
the British Flying Saucer Bureau in Bristol, founded in 1953, is still with us today! At this
point. I must emphasi,se that we have no connection with the British UFO Society,- run by an
individual who has plagiarised our R2 sighting report form. He has irritated us on several
other counts, not least of rvhich is the confusion caused by the similarity in name.

. At som-e exp-ense' BUFORA is continuing to invite ufologists from overseas to speak at its
lectures and conferences. Amo-ngst these were Erling lenseln from the Danish g.,jup Sta"dinavisk uFo Information .(SUFoI). ]Ie said that SUFOI has 2,500 members- despite ihe
small size of Denmark and the langgqg-e garrier. Their success was directly attributable to the
regularity, size and quality of the SUFOI journal. BUFORA can certainlv learn from thiir
exampl:. _\orma4 Oliver has.done.a remarkable job in rebuilding the quility and quantity
of our BUFORA,Journal, which we hope,to maintain at 32 pages printed 6n s11--pxpg1.' II6\a'"ever we still need more scientific/technical articles from memblrs. Our Directoi of Research,
Anthony Pace, has plans for a special publication containing carefully selected articles and
scientific papers. The intention is that this " Special " will be published
in additiotr to..r"a.ih
-be
proiects
needed to finance tfre cafitai
-reports and con-ference.proceedings. _ Donations will
99!!_o{+! printing. We would also like to be able to rent an answer-phone machine soihat
" I]Fg. Hotline ]l_llessages can be recorded on those occasions when a human recipient is not
available. For BUFORA's res.earch and _investigatio,n side to operate with a reasonible degree
of efficiency, we really need a donation of at least d5.00 from each member in addition to"the
d5'00 subscription which pays mainly for the Journal and general administrative costs.
Janet and Colin Andrews have now reopened the Lending Library, and donations of UFOrelated books would be appreciated, particularly hardbacks. - \7e also need cash to buv some
rarer titles such as " The Scientific Study of UFos," also known as the " condon Rep6rt.;;

I argely as a result of the American film " Close Encounters of the Third Kind," the past
year has produce-d a record nymber of enqui-ries. Many of these were from youngste.s, itho
having
'Who been conditioned by television space dramas (I wbuld be the last person to [nock.. Dr
" or_"_Startrek "), do not always appreciate that UFO research is not particularly glamorous. BUFORA makes .no_ pretence to be a fan-club, unlike one such which peddiei teeshirts and George Adamski photographs. The occupations of new members show ihat we have
been reaching a cross. section. of th_e community, and at the risk of sounding pompous or snobbish, it.seems that the quality of our membership is improving. This "arizurs'well for the
future since we need people of a high calibre to co-brdinate reseaich and inve"stigation work.
Finally, I would like to thank all my colleagues on the Council for their continued and often
unpublicised hard-work in their .respecjive
special mention of 'Larry' Dale,
-posts. I make
who as a new Council Member, has filled the
onerus post of National Investigations'Co-ordinator in a confident and reliable manner. On behalf bf.the Council, I shogldtke to warmly
thank.all our members, pa.rtiqrlarly our investigators, who have given up therr spare ume to
contribute to the work of the Association.
October 1978.

LIoNer Brrn.

DONATIONS
The Council of Management wish -to thank the undermentioned for their generous donations to BUFORA Ltd Funds during the year ended 31.8.78:

ASBrown
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A J Fox
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IDrever
DAStripp
GABaker
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N V Davis
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D Francis
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L Taylor
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SrnpHrN L SuIru, MA, Treasurer.

******
MINUTES OF THE SECOND ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
of Bufora Limited, held on Saturday, 3 December 1977, at Kensington Central

Library, Campden Hill Road, London W8, at 7 pm.
1
2
3
4

The meeting opened with approximately 30 members present.
The Secretary read the Notice convening the Meeting.
The Minutes of the previous Meeting were read and approved.
The President, Mr C A E O'Brien, then gave a brief address to the Meeting.
The Chairman, Mr L E Beer, said he had received apologies from Dr G G Doel, past
President of the Compaly, who was unable to attend the meeting; also Mr T Vhitaker,
Secretary of the Bufora Branch at Halifax, and his wife, had also sent apologies for being
unable to attend.
The Chairman, whose statement was basically reproduced in the Journal, emphasised that
the well being of BUFORA greatly depended on members' generosity. Duiing the past
cont;nued werlea!

,/

.'"

,tt'\

\

year a lot of investigation and research work would have had to bave heen abandoned without
the aid of members' donations. He also briefly mentioned the forthcoming conference in

April

1978.

Mr

S

L Smith, Treasurer,

!{e

w.as happy

enlarged briefly on the accounts already presented to members.

to report that BUFORA was in a much sounder-pbsition, mainly due to

drastic cuts in the size of the Journal, although this was now back tb its former siie. Also
Council members had held their expenses firmly in check which, together with members'
donations and the raising of interest rates during the year, had helped increase our deposit
account.

The 1976 conference, although a-great success in the general sense, had incurred a {,114
loss; however, lessons had been learnt which could be applied to the next conferen'cle in
April 197a. \?e still lad a small sury,lry of income over expenditure and there was no suggestion that membership rates would have to be increased. Members could encourale
this trend by getting their friends to join. Mr Smith once again stressed that all donatiotis,
however small, were of immense help.
The Director of Research, Mr A Pace, then briefly outlined the year's activities in this

direction. He

stated that all BUFORA reports up to 1976 had been scrutinised by people
getting together a catalogue of reports. This has been carried out in coniunction with
NUFON Manchester and CONTACT UK. This catalogue would eventually be available for everyone,

By the.time of the 1978 Conference it was hoped that the Vehicle Interference Project would
be available, including some 420 cases of this type. Mr Pace emphasised that BUFORA
shogld specialise in certain aspects of the UFO phenomena and wenl on to say that the next
projrct_of_this kindwould involve radar cases. He was also hoping to produce a paper on
the Dyfed 'flap.' It was also hoped to produce shortly a report on the year 1976, when
there were over 400 reports for the_uK.- 1977 appears to have been even more unprecedented in this respect. A new technical supplement may be published before the conference, of a size similar to the present journal,but of a moie technical nature.

Adoption of the Report of the council of Management, Report of the Auditor and the Accounts for the year ended 1977 August 31.

It

was proposed and seconded that the meeting should adopt the Report of the Council of
Management, the Report of the Auditor and the set of Accounts presented by the Treasurer.

This resolution was carried unanimously.
Re-appointment of Auditor:

It

was proposed and seconded that the Auditor,

Mr J C Foxon, should be reappointed.

The resolution was carried unanimouslv.
Election of Directors:

It

was qroposed,and se,conded that the three members of the Council presenting themselves

for re-election should be so re-elected. These were: Mrs A Harcouit, Miss B l}7'ood and

Mr

S

L Smith. The Resolution

was carried unanimouslv.

This left three vacancies on the Council.

It

was proposed, seconded and carried unanimously

the Council.

that Mr A west be elected a member of

It was proposed, seconded and carried unanimously that Mr L Dale be elected a member of
the Council. Mr Dale, it was _ex_plained, had been the RIC for Kent for the past two years
and had now been appointed NIC. It was felt preferable by the council that the NIC
should be a member of the Council of Management.
This left one post vacant on the Council, but there were no nominations.

This -concluded the. company business. The chairman thanked members for attending
and clo-sed the meeting.

******

then zoomed up quickly towards her,
growing in size till it looked like a
small plate with lights pulsating from
these squares. Witness then shut the
door quickly) went to the front bedroom window and drew back the net
curtaining to see what was at first
thought to be a plane moving slowly
along. She then realised it had no
wings or tail, just a body with small
windows along the sides dully lit in
red, green and white: a round circle in
the front was giving off rays of strong
light. As it moved out of sight, there
was the sound of a faint hum.

***
Ina

I

Vinten

Timothy Laishley, aged 16 and interested in astronomy, was watching the
stars on 9 September 1977 from his
Salisbury, u7ilts home, when at 8.30
pm he saw a yellowish-silver ob;'ect
moving from east to west. It was
moving along a road above the houses
in front of him: having a pair of binoculars he observed the object-which
was moving quite slowly-for some
five minutes. It had a flat bottom

and a dome-shaped top with what
appeared like windows on it. The
shape was sharply defined: it was
'brighter than Jupiter

and had the brilliance of car headlights,
to be rather more of an oval shape with
round edges. After watching the ob-

ject for several minutes, it finally
turned behind some trees and houses
and went out of view.

***
Smoking UFO over Kingsbury
InztCRRoutlands
Five members of the same family were
witnesses, at their I(ingsbury, London,
home, of a very peculiar incident on
22 May 1978.

Salisbury Obiect

it ' just

better view. Her daughter thought
the object, which was sharply defined

'

and suddenly

disappeared I'ike
wiper going *rot) o*t*i'

a

windscreen

Swanley Zigzaggpng Ball

For a total observation time of about
two-and-a-half minutes, they observed
a glowing object first thought to be an
aircraft on fire apparently moving
quite fast from east to west. What
seemed to be smoke appeared to come
from it, and for several seconds it
Iooked as though the object hovered

above the house opposite, possibly being
as close to it as three to five feet.

Descriptions varied from oblong to a
diamond and a ball shape, but all
agreed it glowed bright red to mauve
and at one stage was very bright indeed. One witness thought the object

broke up and burnt up, also believing
that prior to this, ' little windows'
could be seen on it. Another, how-

it didn't so much break
up as dive towards the ground. Local
police and ITN were informed but
ever, said that

nothing further was heard. There

Mrs Eckhardt, of Swanley in I(ent,

had been no noise, though at one point
a 'crack ' was heard by one of the
witnesses which may or may not have
been associated with the object. The

then called her daughter, who saw the
object as well, going upstairs to get a

heard a faint tapping sound on a back
window, but no-one was to be seen.

InztMWeazten,MBarron
was looking out of her window at 7 pm
on 24 June 1978 when she saw a silver
coloured ball moving very fast in an
'up and down zig-zag fashion.' She

investigator-a near neighbour-was
not aware of anything unusual, though
at the approximate time of the incident-10.10 pm, he and his wife

15

Gt Yarmouth Disc-1956
Mr

Sidney Brighton, at the
time of the incident 16 years
of age, was walking north
along the sea front at Great

Yarmouth in the srunmer
of 1956, when suddenly a
silver-grey disc or oval object flashed into view direct-

ly

overhead: presumably

it

had come up from the South

it travelled in a straight
line at terrific speed and
vanished in about four
seconds. There was no
as

noise, either ofengines or of
disturbed air, nor was there
a condensation trail.

Witness looked at his father
and asked: 'What was that ?'

To his amazement neither
his father nor anyone else
appeared to have seen anything out of the ordinary.
As the object had been only
some 500 feet up and had
had a sharply-defined met-

allic appearance, he natLlrally expected many other
people would have noticed
it: however, no other witnesses came forward.

Subsequently

Mr Brighton became a Brighton,

of the British Interplanetary
Society for fourteen years and comments that he has often wondered
whether the object might have had
member

some connection with the Lakenheath
incident in 1956.

Brighton

Sussex, home at 5.15 pm,
when an object was noticed gliding
silently from north to south. They
both watched this object-which was
silver-grey and of a round tablet shape
some thirty seconds. Its edges

-for

'*t"a'-rr5,

Mr Fox and his father (now deceased)
had been gardening all day one Sunday
in September 1952, and were waiting

for the bus to take them to
t6

their

iHA0E0 PARI$ REvorytilG LEfr-ro fif.

rvere sharply defined and around its
centre was a band where darker sec-

tions appeared to be revolving very
slowly from left to right. Distance
from the object was estimated to be
about a quarter of a mile. At the end
ofthirty seconds the object disappeared
behind some buildings and their bus
came along just afterwards. Neither
had ever seen anything like it before or
stnce.

'Buzzing Dome' at

$7hen first seen it was tilted up at an
angle of about 25' and remained tilted
as it moved. When the witness turned
to her left to view the craft it moved
quite quickly towards some houses in

front of her, lowered slightly as it
moved over them, and assumed a horizontal position. Continuing to travel
round the witness it passed over and
behind a modern single-storey church
where it reverted to its tilted position,
remaining thus whilst it completed a
full circle: the entire manoeuvre was
then repeated and as witness continued
to the bus stop and waited it com-

T[ednesbury
Inzt

M Pritchard

Jacqueline Bradshaw, aged

13, left home at approx 7.25
pm on Sunday, 7 November
1976 to visit a friend. She
was just passing a church
on the way to the bus stop
when she heard a 'buzzing

I this

fluctuated in
Looking up she saw
an object, basically oval in
shape, consisting of a middle band which housed a
sound'

pitch.

number

of whitish lights

the object's circumference, apextending around

pearing to stick out from it:
a top section which was a
large dome of a dull whitishsilver with vertical slanted
'lines,' and a third section

which looked like a smaller
dome protrusion extending

from the bottom of

the

middle waistband: this por-

tion was brighter than the
rest of the craft though it
did not appear to be a light.

The object's shape was
clearly defined and it revolveC stcaCily on iis o"vn
axis in a clockwise direction.

continued ozterleaJ

t7

pleted five or six circles in all. The
bus arrived, Jacqueline got in and as
the bus moved off, she watched the

object until it was no longer in viewit was not actually seen to disappear.
Duration of the incident was between
three and five minutes. Jacqueline's
mother was sure her daughter would
not have made up such a story and a
few years previously, Jacqueline and

her older sister had seen a similar object in the same area, but had become

frightened and ran home. The investigator, too, felt witness was being
truthful-and a UFO sighting was
also reported to Ufosis only a few
streets away by a 17-year-old girl at
7.20 pm o" ,n":u1. evening.

crimbing Brue

|lf!r",,, o,r,

Mary Mills, a trainee South London
nurse was on a fortnight's camping
holiday at Newgate, Pembrokeshire
with her parents and elder brother.
On Friday, 14 July 1978, she and her

brother were bathing at a point almost
directly opposite their tent: the time
was 6 pm and both were kneeling in
the sea when Mary suddenly rose to

ofthe
cliffs and called out to her brother:
" Look, zahat's that?" He could see
nothing, but she insisted that some
100 yards away she could see ' a light
coming across the zoater' which she
described as' a ztery ligllt intense colour
her feet, looked towards the base

intensity until it finally reached the
base of the cliff itself. Then, it
climbed up until it reached the summit, where it suddenly ' snapped out.'
This sounded extremely bizarre, but
the witness was adamant that it was no
optical illusion or that it might have
been the rays of the sun reflected on
the water. She had been in the warer
with her brother for about 15 minutes:
it was then 6 pm and at that hour of
the day the sun would have been behind the bathers so there would have
been no necessity for her to shield her
eyes. I asked her: " Are you sure the
light was not coming from under the
surface of the sea ? ' No-she r,vas
definite it lay on the surface. Vhen
she first saw it, she said, the band of
light was static, but then began to
move away. She kept it in sight for a
span of f mile to the summit of the
cliffs before losing sight of it.

She was quite unable to describe the
quality of the blue colour, saying that
the best she could do was to call it a
' fixed colour' in contrast to the everchanging bluish hues of sea water.
Further questioning elicited that she

suddenly became very frightened,
thinking: 'Good God, I'm going to see
God !'
She and her brother then
rushed out of the sea and made their
way back to the tent.
Perhaps had the young girl looked
directly above her she just might have
seen something not of this world I

* * *

of blue '.' this was about 12 inches wide

and formed a band on the surface of
the sea, gradually moving away from
the spot where they stood. It passed
close to the shore side of Green Scar,
then neared some jutting, sharppointed rocks, until it reached the base
of the cliffs. Here it slowly crawled
over the smooth surface of the many
boulders, maintaining its slow, steady
progress and losing nothing of its
18
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Landing at Aische-en-Refail
Ino-Sobeps
The sky was clear, the wind moderate,
it was a fresh day but normal for the
season.

A little after 4 pm on

24

January 1974, Mrs N D , driving her
Volhswagen' Coccinelle'-which was
in perfect condition-was on her way
home alone and, leaving Perwez be-

hind her, had just passed the Chausee
Brunehaut. She was approaching a
slight hill at high speed when she
noticed a red-coloured' form' maybe
150 metres from her car on the left
side of the road and level with the

ground.

The witness knew this little counrv
road running from Perwez to Liernu
very well. The area is sparsely inhabited and mainly consists of fields
and a few farms. This red ' form'
was somewhat strange, but Mrs N D's

attention was immediately taken up by
the car's strange behaviour, for it unaccountablybegan to slowdown. Witness's first thought was that she had
run out of petrol but the gauge showed
she was wrong. The car continued to
lose speed and then the radio faded

ness had not touched the gear lever
(which was in 4th) nor let in the clutch.
The ignition was on and so was the

light on the radio. Mrs N D

about to get out of the car when
instinctively raised her eyes-then
preferred to remain inside.
10

it

Volkswagen was on a slight slope:

travelled another 100 metres, then
stopped and the engine stalled. Wit-

she
she

metres from her was an object on the

left side of the road which looked like
nothing she knew. It must have had

a diameter of a metre and a total height
of half a metre: it was circular. Three
different sections could be seen clearly:
1 The lowest section (the largest), was
in the shape of a dome secrion: it
was white and sprinkled regularly

2

away also.

The

was

3

with large round ' spots.'
The centre section was convex also,
but of a smaller diameter: it was
yellow, not luminous and no markings were visible.
The top was a flattened red dome

and it was this that had first
caught the witness's attention.

The whole gave the impression of a
solid object-of unpolished metal without any reflection, brightness or brilliance. After four or five seconds the

object began
steadily

it

to move: slowly

and

rose up vertically about 50

centimetres, then immediately descended-much more quickly than when

it took off. This

was repeated two

seconds later.

Then, for the third time the object rose
some four
metres above the ground, this time
moving horizontally towards the car.
At that point the witness lost sight of it:

up slowly and regularly

her impression was that the UFO must
have hovered over the car's roof.
F{owever, she had time to see the
underside of the object which until
then had been hidden from view: this
was flat and a uniform grey.
After a few seconds it reappeared to
the left some metres up: then it moved

observation and

no other

witness

could be found.
\Ve don't consider this a hoax, but it is
nonetheless regrettable that there was

only one witness. \J7e questioned this
lady for almost six hours in two sessions and her story remained unchanged. She had nightmares foll-

owing the incident which remained
for several days and were confirmed
by relations who also stated she had

never shown the slightest interest in
' those flying saucer stories.'
$(/e asked the witness if she could
remember what was on the radio at
that time. She could and we checked
with the broadcasting station (studio
of Mons), and the correlation appeared
very satisfactory (1). rVe wondered
whether the stoppage of the vehicle
resulted from inertial forces only or
whether it was the ' by-product' of high

voltage from the object's presence.

off, following a curved trajectory, We had a car of comparable weight to
towards some poplars about 270 metres Mrs N D's, so we drove up the short
distant. Its movements had been hill at 80km/h (50 mph)-the speed
steady-no zigzagging or oscillating: stated by the witness-released the
there had been no sound and no change accelerator, and in 4th gear let the car
in colour was noticed: nor was any slow to a halt, finally stalling the

trail left.
The startled witness then found the
car restarted of its own accord, and, in
fourth gear, it got under way, gaining
speed slowly. As it moved off, Mrs
N D could see the object now going
away in an ENE direction without

gaining altitude. She then

drove

straight home.
The case was reported by one of our
members and less than 48 hours later,
we were on the spot hoping to find some

physical evidence. This hope was
dashed, however, by the hard clay
surface. Radioactivity and ionisation
checks were made without positive

results both on the car and at the spot

where the object had landed. No
other vehicle passed along the road
during the two or three minutes

20

of the

engine some 200 metres from the top

of the slope where the car stopped.

The distance from the top of the slope
alleged landing spot was only

to the

110 metres.

The exact position of the occurrence
limit of the Wallon Brabant
and the Province of Namur, NE of
Gembloux, lat N 50' 36' 30': long E
4" 9' z3'-Military map IGM 15407.
(l) Witness stated " It was a little past 1600
hrs-maybe three or four minutes. The
was at the

radio uas broadcasting'Le Parapluie' by
Brassens. At 1603 hrs the Mons studio was
broadcasting' Rendez-vous sous la pluie."
Franck Boitte, Jean-Luc Vertongen

With

achnowledgements

to

Sobeps bi-monthly

reaiew Inforespace, No 16, 1974. Original
translation by Carine Houbaille.

Sobeps (Societe Belge d'Etude des Phenomenes
Spatiaux), Aaenue Paul Janson, 74, 1070

Bruxelles, Belgium.

The Secret Commonwealth and Robert Kirk
Peter

Whilst holidaying in Perthshire, I
paid a visit to The Cathedral Museum
at Dunblane Cathedral. One exlibit

A Hill, AMR, MWSOM, FSS

sank down and disappeared. He was
married twice."

I have not yet had the opportunity to
of particular interest to those in- see
whether the notebook is still in the
terested in abductions and the Magonia
Unhtersity Library but intend to follow
syndrome is a manuscript described this up. A number of questions are
as

"

follows:-

Photostats

of 17th century doodles

scrawled by the Rev Robert Kirk, me
in a notebook which is in the library of

Uniaersity of Edinburgh. From
to 1685 he held the parish of
Balquhidder and from 1685 up to his
demise in 1692 he held Aberfoyle (his
father's old parish), each parish being
part of the Diocese of Dunblane.
Robert, born c1641, was the 7th son of
the then incumbent of Aberfoyle. He
studied at Edinburgh, where he graduated MA, and afterwards at St
Andrews. An admirable Gaelic scholar, he was the first to complete the
translation of the Scottish metric
psalms into Gaelic published at Edinburgh 1684. In 1689 he was called to
London to superintend the printing of
the Gaelic Bible, prepared under the
direction of Bishop Bedell and published in 1690. A stone near to the
east end of his Aberfoyle Church, describes him as Robertus Kirk, AM,
Linguae Hiberniae Lumen. In addition
to his Gaelic scholarliness, he held a
firm belief in fairy superstitions and
wrote a work bearing the title of The
Secret Commonwealth: or an essay on
the Nature and Actions of the Subterranean (and for the most part) In-

raised by this report:

1 Is the book The Secret Commonwealth by Kirk, 1691 in existence?
Could one of our London members

the

1664

oisible people heretofoir going under the
name of Faunes and Fairies, or the lyke,
alnong the low country Scots, as they
are decsribed by those who hazte the

sight. 1961. The tradition
linked with his demise in the following
year, is that on 14 May 1692, he was

second

walking on a fairy knowe when he

2

see whether it is in the British
Museum Library ? | will make
enquiries of the Uniztersiry of Edinburgh Library and the Uniztersity of
St Andreuts Library.

Were there eye witnesses
alleged disappearance

3

to

the

of

the

?

Can we find any evidence

spot where the disappearance
claimed to have taken place

is

?

4 I

have no UFO report for 14 May
1692. Could other readers and
groups check their files to see if
any such report exists

?

5 Is the reference to ' . . . (and for
the most part) Inoisible . . . .' to be
understood as meaning that they

became invisible to all at will or
does it refer to their being invisible
to all but those ' . . . .who hazte the
second sight

?'

6 Is invisibility to all but those with

7

the ' second sight' the same phenomenon as the alleged cases of
UFOs being invisible to some, but
invisible to others ?
rVhat is the nature of this ' second
sight' if it exists ? Is it a physical
mutation of the visual system, or is
it of psycho-somatic aetiology ?
Can it be defined and can it be
identified ? Is it inherited or acquired

?

continued on page 23
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Uforum
The importance of the principle of not
assuming a mysterious explanation for
an event until the mundane has been
examined and discarded on valid

inVol 7,
No 2. On page 14, Richard Colborne, with his usual well-balanced
grounds, is well emphasised

judgment, demolishes an alleged UFO

film which was apparently of military
flares.

On page 15, a logical explanation is
given of the Dartmoor pony incident.
If the UFO organisation concerned
did state that this case might well have
been caused by UFO activity, I trust
that it will learn from this analysis not
to make such statements without
thorough investigation and professional

advice. Now that Bufora has done

that and arrived at a mundane explanation, a service has been rendered to
our subject.
This brings sharply into focus a common weakness of some UFO research
workers, which does great harm to
UFO research and brings discredit on
the subject as a science. It is indeed
time that we outgrew such sensationalism and learned to make investigations before making assumptions. To
do otherwise is scientific irresponsibility and is deserving of our strongest
condemnation.
Perer A Hill,
AMR, MWSOM, FSS

Edinburgh

Reading the Bufora Journal (Vol 7, No

given as accounting for the reported
rapid decomposition. May I quote,
loosely, but nevertheless accurately,
from my own newspaper files ?
' Mystery deaths of fifteen ponies' and
' all died, apparently at the same time'

and, further, 'many had

shattered

bones.'

Again, ' President of the Animal Defence
Society, Mrs Ruth Murray belieztes they
were probably stampeded downhill by

kind' and that she even
found a ' skid mark' at the scene.
Is it really logical that a 'worm in-

oehicles of some

l'ection' would strike down fifteen
ponies at the same time

?

I

would assume that this would
be a gradual process of decline in
health, surely these poor animals would
not be found in a group, such an illness
would eliminate the creatures, one by
Since

one, at various locations

?

As a ufologist with personal experience
of the 'craft' on some fourteen
occasions since 1960, I am also inter-

ested

in the 'skid mark':

nothing

strange about this since such a trace
has been reported in a number of wellknown UFO incidents.
The after effects of sightings, whether
they be psychological or physical, open

' closed' areas,
am bound to say, rude or even

ones minds to hitherto

and

I

it might sound, that it is
not unknown for our own kind to

tactless that

subsconciously,' facts'
2, July lAugusr 1978)-as always, reject,doperhaps
not fit their own conceptions of
highly interesting-I am bound to that
comment on one or two items therein. what UFOs might be!

The item (page 15) headed Those Darrmoor Ponies contains the ' ansrDerr'
apparently given to Mr Randall Jones
Pugh by the vet involved in the examination, that a 'heavy worm infection' was the culprit, whilst the high
acidic content of the Dartmoor soil is
22

Thus, for some of us, such incidents

as

the abduction andior slaughter of
ponies, dogs, cows and humans, might
not suit our sensibilities, and so we

are inclined

to colour our pontific-

ations, no matter what capacity, official
or otherwise, we may be in . . . .

May I also, in connection with

the

item on page 26, say that the photograph taken by Gordon Jones of a
strange object near Highcliffe (New
Forest area) was, in fact, published in
the 12 April 1978 edition of the Sourhern Eoening Echo, copies of which I

haveonfile....
In closing, may I

commenr that it is
again apparent that the whole subject,
because of its complexities, is difficult
to cover in a form that is unable to

'tie up' geographically with separated
yet similar incidents, made more difficult by reason of the known fact that
we only see the tip of the iceberg in
newspaper and other reports. Your
Journal, as with others of its class, does
a hard and very tedious job well, but
I am driven to point out that the socalled ' Clapham Tin Helmet' sighting,
plus the ' Huge Dudley Craft' and to
some extent the 'Giant Object ooer
SE London ' as reported in the July/
August Journal, bear not unremarkable
similarities to the object which 'floar-

ed' and hovered

and then sped off
leaving short ' nails of light' during
the early part of this year, as well as an
isolated incident locally in November

solar system at various stages of devel'taught' the

opment having been
correct way to do so.

The fact that we are not ready for such

a technology must be admitted-just
imagine what our greedy rapacious
nations would do given the ability to go
to other worlds and other times at will !
As a further example, note the activities
of reported occupants who spend time

engaged

in such obvious 'tourist'

activities as picking up stones) flowers,

water, animals and the odd human
(usually returned!) and said occupants
are frequently seen 'repairing' craft
before hastily taking off when spotted.
Others tend to ' freeze' onlookers,
whilst performing their tasks-a situation which emphasises our human
inferiority !
The more dramatic and frightening
cases such as aircraft accidents, etc
might very well be accounted for by
the theory that some alien race might
very well be 'affiicted' with similar
delusions of power to mankind, or
simply that their technology has drawbacks due to their inability to grasp the
nature and purpose of ' time travel ' . . .

1977.

This leads one to assume that we do
have a set of craft that are alike-thus
the general assumption, which I often
see, that the very variety of craft and
occupants tend to render null and void
the 'reality' aspect of ufology, is, in
fact, wrong.
Should we not, for instance, be looking

at the 'time' aspect-a future

race

will almost inevitably solve 'time travel'

udging from our own rapid rate of

progress from sailing ships to space
travel inside a century, thus such a race
would be able to visit far distant worlds

in space as well as our own: thus a
weird assortment of creatures and
craft would be enabled to

'tour'

P or t sw o o d.,

t

"",

f";;f:;

continued from page 21
I suggest that Council might consider
setting up a specialist group on the
question of alleged psychic powers,
second sight, selective observation of
phenomena and associated matters; to

include an Opthalmologist, a Psychiatrist, a Psychologist, a Neurologist, a
medical hypnosis practitioner and a

worker on ESP research. IJTe have
talked too long about selective observation, psychic powers and ESP and
made no serious attempt at a scientific
research project on these phenomena.

the
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Si$htin$ Summaries
Code No.

Date

Time

Presentation by Pauline Grego
Place

ReDort

Investigatot/

Credit

1942

Aug

1400

Russia

Huge ' cigar shape '

C3c

1964F

Nov

2000

St Helens,
Merseyside

'

C3c

72N

Aug

0l 00

Newtown, Carlisle

Bright ' saucer shape '

C3c

72R

Nov

2300

Romsey, Hants

lilrhite light

C4c

74-

Aug

Dusk

Croydon, Surrey

Bright circular obiect

C4tt

74,

Nov

2145

Bristol

Yellow circle

C3c

WCUFORA

75-

t3.t.75

2240

Ellacombe, Devon

Black object with bladel

C3c

J Jrprnrv

'15-271

Spring

0715

Kingswinford,
W Midlands

'

Orange top

'

' to

Egg-shape

' igloo '

B

HARTLEY

C2c

75-274

Nov

2100

Rotherham. Yorks

'

Tearshape '

C4c

76-421

Apr/May

2lo0

London, SE3

3 round objects

c4b

6.5.76

2130

Buckland Filleagh,
Devon

Large object

C3c

76-421

16.11.76

1800

Doncaster, Yorks

Whitish circular object

C4c

76-428

Sept

1430

Salisbury, Wilts

Silver ' straight line '

c4b

WCUFORA

76-429

22.8.76

2158

Worlebury Hill, Avor

3 red flashing lits

C4c

WCUFORA

77-433

28.10.77

1900

Folkestone, Kent

'$?hite sphere

C4c

77-434

t4.12.7'l

t645

77-458

28.8.77

0027

Bowness, Cumbria

Skate-shape with lights

B3a

R

HAr.r-

77-459

28.8.77

0030

Skelwith Bridge

Diamond kite shape

B3a

R

HALL

77-460

28.8.77

0022

Bothel, Cumbria

Purring object

B3a

R

HAI,I,

77-461

28.8.77

0025

Bowness, Cumbria

Lights in kite shape

C3a

R Han

77-462

28.8.77

0030

Bothel, Cumbria

' Shape' with lights

C3a

R

HAI,],

77-463

28.8.7',r

oot o

Bowness, Cumbria

Lights making dia-

B3a

R

HALL

77-464

28.8.77

0020

Windermere, Cumbrit

Triangular

B3a

R

HALL

77-465

28.8,77

0035

Ambleside, Cumbria

Diamond kite shape

B3a

R

HATL

77-466

28.8.77

oo27

Bowness, Cumbria

White lights on 'shape'

B3a

R

HATL

77-467

28.8.77

0030

Silverdale, Cumbria

Catmaran shape

C3a

R

HALL

'17-468

28-g-77

0010

Keswick, Cumbria

' Hang-glider '

77-469

28.8.77

0030

Bowness, Cumbria

77-470

27.8.77

2347

Kendal, Cumbria

77-471

28.8.77

0020

Bowness, Cumbria

'17-472

28.8.77

0025

Portinscale, Cumbria

76-422

76-424

3 egg-shaped obiects

c3b

mond shape

shape

Nl6

2.to.77

2130

London

77-479

4ls & 'l

2005

Edinburgb

1l .77

24

WIBBER

A H.{LL

B3a

R HALI,

B3a

R HALL

2 lights

C4a

R

HAI,I,

Very bright lights

B3a

R

HALL

Brilliant lights in

C4a

R

HAI,I,

Sting-ray

shape

' flsh

shape

triangle

7't -478

J

Illuminated torch

shape

High-pitched bleep

C3c

K

GRAYLING

S

CAMPBILL

Date

Tine

2.1o.77

0050

Denbigh, Clwyd

Hzzy cigar

B3b

77-485

25,t 7't

o045

Bristol Channel

Brilliant white disc

C4c

WCUFORA

77-486

27.7.'11

2tt

Bristol

Gold sphere

C4c

WCUFORA

77-484

1o.7.77

2340-0010

Warminster, Wilts

6 silver objects

c4b

Code No.
77-480

Report

Investlgatorl

Credit

2300-23t0

77-489

77-490

Place

8.9.'17

2200

Veston-super-Mare,

White object

Avon

P

HuDsoN

c4b

WCUFORA

77-491

14.9.17

2130

Kingswinford,
W Midlands

White cigar

shape

c3b

M

77-492

14.9.77

2tto

Kingswinford,
'W

uThite oblong and
star shape

c3b

M Pnltcsero

77-493

15.9.71

2t45

W Bromwich,
N0 Midlands

Red cigar

c3b

E

'17-494

16.1o,77

2230

Horsham, Sussex

Bright green oblong

C3c

77-495

Various

2300

Boston, Lincs

6

78-003

1.1.78

o005

Chatham, Kent

t large,

78-O32

January

I 145

Rhewl, N'Wales

' Cigar with struts

Midlands

-

10

lits
5 small discs

P

HuDsoN

c3b

J

CASTLE

C

BoRD

PACE

c3b

Cigar shape

c3b

78-034

Silver/red cigar

c3b
c3b

A

17.4.78

0330

Bucknall,
Stoke-on-Trent

Humming metallic oval

HoRToN

c4b

78-033

78-035

PRITCHARD

78-044

8.6.78

2145

Dartford, Kent

Hazy round obiect

c4c

M

'18-o4'l

21.2_78

061 5

Shepperton, Middx

Diamond shape

c3b

78-048

7.5.78

0010

Gavinton, Berwick

Bright oval

c4b

D J STONARD
S CAMPBELL

78-049

20.6.78

2050

Gravesend, Kent

4 intense lights

C4c

M

78-050

5.3.78

0200

Eynsford, Kent

Blue cigar shape

c3b

I

Dartford, Kent

Amber/red obiect

78-05 I

25-6.'18

78-052

Early 78

78-053

24.6.78

2225

(Night)
pm

VEAVEN

\?EAVEN
CLoKE

R3c

M

\qEAvEN

Tunbridge Wells

Dull brown doodlebug'

C3c

M

VEAVEN

Tunbridge Wells,
Kent

hoppers '

Skeleton.grass-

C3c

M

BARRow

1600

London SV4

Box-kite with laser

c3b

S

KEr-I-ARD

2330

London NIO

Orange glow with

C4c

N

OLTVER

2.5.78

2155

Sketty, Swansea

' Elongated star '

c4b

C

EDWARDS

r7.4.78

0100

\iTrottesley,

Luminous 'fir cone

C3c

M

78-054

I

78-055

4.6.78

0.4.78

78-056
78-O57

\Volverhampton

t.l.78

78-058

t

78-059

5.4.78

lights

KEATMAN

1830

Cimla, Neath

' Bleeping oval '

C3c

CE

EDWARDS

2150

Weston Coyney,

Triangle-shaped
Iishts

c3b

AR

PACE

Hanley, Staffs

Circular ' scorched '

c3b

AR

PACE

AR
AR

Staffs
78-060

5.4.78

2205

78-061

5.4.78

2205

Hanley, Staffs

Circular object

c3b

78-062

5.4.78

2212

Hartshill, Staffs

' Light cluster '

C4c

obiect

PACE
PACD

continued oaerleaf-

25

""*-78-064
78-065
7s-066
78-068

_t

Invesdgetor/
Credlt

I
I

27

.5.7I

Abergavenny, Gwent

|

K

LEwIS

M

WEAVDN

|

19.6.78

Dartford, Kent

3.6.78

Worlebury Hill,

4 white/orange objects

Shipbourne, Kent

Round white light

|
I

Avon

78-o't2

24.3.78

t930- 1945

S'CUFORA

I

Encounter at Rochester
In the last Journal brief reference was
made to NIC Larry Dale speaking at
The Rochester Odeon on the occasion
of the general release of Close Encounters of the Third Kind on 6 August.
This was an 'all-ticket' opening and

Larry returned from his holiday in
Somerset in order to appear on the

platform.

An exhibition by Bufora was arranged
in the foyer and it was originally intended that presentations by the Mayor
should take place here. A change of
plan, however, meant that presentations
were made from the platform and

resulted, appropriately enough, in
Larry speaking immediately prior to
the commencement of the film.
In his talk he first introduced Bufora,
himself and the principle Kent investigators, going on to speak about

Vehicle Interference cases which, as
most will know, are well featured in
the film: amongst these was a Kent
case in 1957 and also a 'police chase'
in Indiana in November of the same
year: the latter report included reference to a radio and TV blackout
which proved an appropriate point for
Larry to introduce the film.
Larry met various personalities in the
ballroom prior to the showing of the
film and investigators B Baster, J
Castle, D Eakins, M Ford and M
lfeaven also attended.

To facilitate answering enquiries, would rnembers
please remember to quote

their Membership No on ALL
correspondenceThank You.

A number of members have written in concerning the activities of the
British UFO Society (Bufos), particularly with regard to a statement in
many local and provincial papers by Bufos chairman Ken Rogers that
" The British UFO Society is responsible in this country for inoestigating
UFO reports." Bufora is not associated in any way either with Mr Rogers
or the British UFO Society and considers such a statement misleading since
not only does it suggest that Bufos is the only UFO investigation society in
Britain (there are dozens which have either national, regional or local
coverage), but it would also seem to imply official backing, which is not the
case. The position is being followed closely.
26

Obituary
Gavin Gibbons MA (Oxon).
We regret to announ-ce the recent death of Gavin Gibbons at Shrewsbury,
lged 56. Author of The Coming of The Space Ships and They Rode in
Spay Slips, he was prominent in the investigation of the Roestenberg case
of October 1954 at Ranton, Staffs, where a craft with occupants was observed. first hovering at an angle above the Roestenbergs' cottage home

then circling around it.

Though not to the forefront of the ufological field in recent years, Gavin
put in a great deal of sterling research from the early 1950s onwards, and
addressed both Bufora and its London predecessor, Luforo on several
occasions. His contagious enthusiasm for our subject will be well-remembered by his many contemporaries.

SUCCESSFUL START
FOR LONDON LECTURES
Nearly 150 people, more than were
expected, attended the first Bufora
Lecture of the 1978-79 season at the
I(ensington Central Library, W8, on

' crank' element was notable bv its
absence. Future meetings take irlace
at 7 pm on the first Saturday of each
month.

Lionel Beer.

2 September.

The audience listened attentively as J
Bernard Delair, editor of Contact
( UK)'s magazine Azoareness, proposed
that UFOs should not be treated in
isolation from other perplexing phenomena of a Fortean nature, and that
UFOs were one of the pieces of a vast
jig-saw, or to quote the title of the talk,
" The Tip of an Iceberg." Bernard
dealt ably with questions, and the

The Bristol-based British

Flying

Saucer Bureau-probably the first UFO
Investigation Society ever to be formed

in Britain-still require representatives in the UK and overseas. IJTrite
to: T Hooper, c/o 20 Vinny Avenue,
Blackhorse Estate, Downend, Bristol,
Avon.

to kgqp .r_p with the real ,,close
:i:::lt-tt? " One excellent ry?v of
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Lucius Farish, Route
Box 220, plumerviile
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going so is with the UFO Newsclipping
Service, bringing you. UFO reports from
Arkansas Zilii,iSt
the United States and around ihe world.
Each monthly rssug is_a 20-page report containing the latest uFo accounts
from the US, England, canada, Australia, south'America and other countrie_s. _I-et us keep you informed on woddwide uFo aaiviw. write
today for subscription information and sampre pages from orr r.rrii.. issues.

Those Martian Moons-Artifieial or Natural ?
In

1971, Mariner

9, orbiting

Mars,

relayed back .a great deal of informatron concerning its two small moons,
Deimos and Phobos which, in view of
their orbits and close proximity to
Mars (Phobos 9,400km, Deimos 23,
500km) were once considered by some
as possible artificial satellite candid-

ates. However, Mariner 9 showed
that both satellites were roughly elliptical in form-very roughly, in fa-t,
since both were extremely irregular in
shape and, compared with our own
Moon, their diameters-if such a term
is really applicable-were infinitesimal,
that of Phobos being about 27km and
Deimos about 14km. Both moons
were found to have numerous craters
but, so far as Mariner 9 was concerned, Deimos seemed to possess a far
smoother surface.

!7ith the advent of Vikings I and 2
orbiting Mars from early 1977, many
high-resolution pictures were obrained,
and the surface of Phobos was found
not only to be extremely cratered, but
also to be covered by long and roughly
parallel grooves over 100 metres wide
and 20 metres deep. In the main,
these grooves are most prominent

near the crater Stickney which, with

its 10km diameter, almost ' chops off'
one end of this odd little satellite.

There is no suggestion that these
grooves are of' anything other than

natural origin, and an age of millions,

if

not billions of years has been suggested. Deimos does not appear to
have these grooves, and its much
smoother surface seems to be accounted

for by a sort of volcanic lava partly

filling its craters.
The origin of these Martian moons,

the existence of which was propounded

by Dean Swift in Gulliaer's Traoels
years before they were discovered,
remains a subiect for debate. In
view of their size and shape, however,
the most probable suggestion must be
that at one time they were ' captured'
by Mars from the Asteroid Belt. The
artificial satellite proposition, though
attractive, would-even from early
pictures-appear almost impossible to
sustain, and certainly later ones from
the Viking probes do absolutely nothing to increase the chances.
For those interested, the magazine
Shy and Telescope, 49 Bay State Road,
Cambridge, lvlass 02138, USA ($17.50
yearly, single copies $1.75) includes a
most informative feature on the moons
in its September 1978 issue.

Norman Olioer, FRl.S.

B00KS FOR SALE

(From Stock) nRICES INC posrAGE
Celestial Passengers-UFOs by M Sachs & E Jahn. 220 pages. *{1 .00
Close Encounters-UFOs by Alan West & David Jefferis,-Illit'd. *'9t.95

The Humanoids, edited by Charles Bowen (FSR Special). 250 p. *6t.00
Situation Red: The UFO Siege by Leonard Stringfield. 230 p.- *6t.00
g+.OS
!_ie9e !9r a Jig-saw by Leonard Cramp. Illst'd. 388 pages.
Uri-Biography of Geller by Andrija Puharich. 285 p (reduced) {Z.SO
*Denotes Paperback.
Send 9in x 5in SAE for lists

Remittance with order please

to:

Lionel Beer, 15 Freshwater Court,
Crawford Streer, London WlH lHS

Skyquest " Close Encounter "
CASSETTE SPECIALS
CE 20 Saucers & the Nightingales* CE
Mystery of the Woods
CE 2l A \7ar-time CE111*
CE
The TV Mast UFOs

25 The South \il7ales ' Flap'

26

The Horse-shoe Saucer*
Strange Events amidst the
Peaks

A Coventry Contact*

CE 22 Motorway Close Encounters CE 27 The Scoriton Contact of
Mrs Puddy & the Saucer*
Ernest Arthur Bryant*
CE 23 The Wildman Case
CE 28 The Humorous Side of
The Banbury ' Flap'
UFOs*
CE 24 The \Tinchester Encounters* CE 29 AVB and After*
The Lalande Case*
Spaceman in the House ?
(see note)

All cassettes are C60s: actual playing time varies between 52 and59 minutes.
Other than CE 29, ALL include recorded excerpts from witness(es) on at
least one track. An asterisk indicates a contact claim or claims is involved.
Each cassette {2.90 including P & P. Send NOW to Skyquest (B), 95
Taunton Road, London, SE12 SPA. Please make cheques, POs, etc., payable to Skyquest. Leaflets giving brief details of content available on request.

NB-The

Lalande Case (CE 29) has not previously been published in any
form: this cassette will not be supplied to minors: please confirm over
18 when ordering.

: A2 (Our Solar System).
52 (UFOs over England) may still be pur-

Cassettes: A1 (Sky Exploring-Around Polaris)

(C30s) 51 (UFOs &

You):

chased.

A1& A2-{2'50 each. S1& S2-d2'65

each.

Bufora's tape library, maintained by Robin Lindsey includes the majority of
Kensington Lectures from 1966 onwards. An updated comprehensive list
of those available will be included in the January/February 1979 Journalsome 100 titles are involved with many well-known speakers.

London 1979 Conference
\Ve have pleasure in confirming that this event is now well and truly on the
UFO Calendar for 1979, the dates being 26127 August 1979 (Bank Holiday
Sunday and Monday). Venue and a programme of speakers for both days are
currently being arranged by Bufora in conjunction with Grand Metropolitan
Hotels. Full details will appear in our next issue. A combined Rail/Hotel
'package' will particularly benefit those members with long distances to travel.

This will be a really special event' so keep those dates free

!
7X'

Books and Leafiets
Title
An Engineer's Look at UFO's
Leonard Cramp, ARAeS,

Close Encounters of the

Members

30p
60p

MSIA

Third Kind

F Lockwood €x A R
Guide to the UFO Phenomenon
Investigation Procedures
Ted Bloecher (ed C

Non-members

70p

Pace)

45p

65p

3op

5op

Treaor lVhitaker

Investigators Handbook

{2-s0
f,z.s0
{"t.25

1976 Conference Proceedings

Articles of Association (members only)
Bufora Journals (back numbers)
(In

50p

35p

some cases, only photocopies of Journals can be supplied,

at

d3.s0

{3.1
50p

cost, plus handling and

p cx p).

All the above publications are available post free from:
Aqno_ld _West, Bufora Publications, 16 Soutbway, Burgess Hill, Sussex
RH15 9ST.

Personal Column
Skywatch UFO Detector: Successful magnetic needle type detector, incorporating
latching circuit and audio alarm, battery op-

erated.

{9.00. Stamped addressed envelope for explanatory literature. Malcolm Jay,
102 Nelson Road, Chingford E4 9AS. (The
word' successful' should not be tahen to mean
you will autotnatically see a U FO, but Malcolrn' s
literature DOES quote names of purchasers
who haae).

Up to Date UFO Information Magazine.

Published by UFO-INFO Exchange Library.
36 pages of up-to-date news and pictures.

Annual subscription

d3.

UFO-INFO,

The Down, Trowbridge, Wilts.

49

Warnings from Flying Friends by Arthur

Shuttlewood. {1 .30 inc p & p. UFOINFO Exchange Library Space Supplement
No 1. 50p inc p & p. 8
'Whitley, Nr Merkham, rVilts. Eden Grove,
Wanted : copy of The Scientific Study of
UFOs by Dr E U Condon. H C Taylor, 32
Hocombe Drive, Chandler's Ford, Hants,
SO5

lQE.

TeI: (04215) 61927.

UFO Network. Britain's new

comprehensive information service on UFOs. SAE for
details to: UFO Network, 2 St Ivian Court,
Colney Hatch Lane, London, N10.

Close Encounter Cassette Tapes (C60):

Send NO\f for full list of CEll & CEll1
titles. Contact claims: recorded excerpts, etc.
SKYQUEST (B),95 Taunton Road, London,
SEI2 8PA.

THE BRITISH UFO RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Bufora Limited (by guarantee). Founded 1964. Registered Office: Hazelmont House,

Qregory Boulevard, Nottingham. Registered in London: 1234924. Incorporating the London
UFO Research Organisation, founded 1959, and the British UFO Association, founded 1962.
Aims: 1-To encourage, promote and conduct unbiased scientific research of unidentified
flying obiects (UFO) phenomena through the United Kingdom. 2-To collect and disseminate
evidence and data relating to unidentified flying objects (UFOs). 3-To co-ordinate UFO
research throughout the United Kingdom and to co-operate with others engaged in such research
throughout the world.
Membership: The annual subscription is d5.00, $10 in the USA and Canada. Membership
is open to all who support the aims ofthe Association and whose application is approved by the
Executive Council. Application/information forms can be obtained from any officer.
Burnett's Printing Works, Cyprus Rd, Burgess

Hill, W Sussex. Tel. B. Hill

3126

(S:fD

044 46.

